A New Level of Clean
ATP hygiene monitoring that delivers
Simplicity • Audit Compliance • Brand Protection

Is your hygiene program effective?
Good hygiene monitoring forms the core of food safety
programs, and can catch problems before they ever reach
consumers. Preventing contamination with pathogens or
allergens protects public health — and brand integrity.
Up to 35% of food recalls are related to poor sanitation. Many
of these may have been prevented if effective monitoring
programs were in place1.
Neogen’s AccuPoint® Advanced system (integrated sampler,
reader and software) provides an economical, fast and
accurate way to monitor cleanliness by measuring adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) on surfaces or in liquids.
No matter if your hygiene program is basic, enhanced or
advanced, AccuPoint Advanced is ready when you are.

Immediate Action
It is important to know that ATP is not uniformly distributed on
surfaces after cleaning. So, it is critical to use a system that

has the ability to both find and recover ATP from surfaces or
liquids. Also, important decisions will be made based on those
results, so a system that can accurately measure the level of
ATP is important.
The AccuPoint Advanced system’s scale allows for higher
resolution across a broad range. By using Data Manager
software to review results, it can help detect slight changes in
plant ATP levels.
The AccuPoint Advanced system integrates the best in sampler
design and chemistry, fast time to result and the ability to
establish baselines over time to help make informed decisions.

Design Simplicity
AccuPoint Advanced samplers were
designed to use minimal plastic. Also,
part of the design was to ensure that all
recovered ATP gets converted to signal,
so having the needed reagents in close
proximity helps eliminate any loss of signal.

1. http://www.webbertraining.com/files/library/docs/32.pdf.
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AccuPoint Advanced Samplers
Since ATP is not evenly distributed on surfaces, Neogen’s Advanced sampling pad and chemistry
are designed to recover and detect small amounts of ATP.
• Neogen’s proprietary sampler is designed specifically to
maximize recovery of ATP from surfaces and liquids.

Access

• Newly developed liquid stable chemistry provides more
consistent results.
• Samplers can be kept out of refrigeration for up to 2 weeks.
Surface

• Internal studies show up to 10 times greater recovery than
traditional ATP swabs.

AccuPoint Advanced Instrument
AccuPoint Advanced is the most compact instrument on the market. With
updated firmware and RFID technology, it offers the latest technology in the
smallest instrument.
• Faster time to result (<20 seconds) allows more data collection in
less time.
• RFID technology (optional feature) streamlines the process of
collecting hygiene data by choosing the site to be tested based on
your preference.
• Unique relative light unit (RLU) scale offers higher resolution across
all levels to identify deviations in ATP baselines.
RFID tag,
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AccuPoint Advanced Data Manager
AccuPoint Advanced’s Data Manager software allows users to
streamline the testing process by quickly creating test plans,
syncing important data, and keeping a permanent record of
hygiene results to verify SSOPs.
• View pass rate percentages for entire facility, groups, sites
or users to help drive continuous improvement.
• Use the rank report to quickly identify areas that need
attention.
• Use the trend report to view RLU baselines.
• Maintain records for audit compliance.
• Firmware upgrade feature keeps reader current.
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Corporate Profile
Founded in 1982, Neogen Corporation (NASDAQ: NEOG) has grown to
have a worldwide presence, with more than 1,000 employees in multiple
U.S. and international locations. Neogen remains firmly committed to
consistently meeting the quality standards customers expect.
Neogen’s Food Safety Division develops and markets solutions to
simply, rapidly and accurately detect bacterial pathogens, mycotoxins,
spoilage microorganisms, food allergens, genetic modifications, drug
and pesticide residues and hygiene concerns in food and animal feed.

Informed Decisions
AccuPoint Advanced provides the
information users need when they need it.

Prevention and Compliance
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Step up to the
complete ATP
monitoring system
Ask about a FREE
30 day evaluation.

AccuPoint Advanced can help producers
verify their hygiene and preventive control
programs are effective.

Brand Protection
AccuPoint Advanced provides confidence in
results that maintain brand reputation.
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